Kimball International solutions are great on their own, but they strike an even better chord together. That’s why we invite you to specify all our brands – not just one. Committed to craftsmanship and insights-driven innovation, our extensive portfolio gives you more options, more cohesiveness, and even more design possibilities. With all of our furniture at your fingertips, there’s no limit to what you can create. Five of our brands coming together, all playing in Perfect Harmony.

Engaging spaces for teams to connect are key to fueling creativity and collaboration in the transformed workspace. Made for the places people gather, our meeting and collaboration solutions unite to create beautiful spaces for agile interactions—keeping people connected to their technology and each other.
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Tables

From conference to occasional, or café to learning, our robust collection of table solutions are the perfect anchor for any meeting space. Many sizes, shapes, heights, and details let you tailor the look for a formal or casual aesthetic, while integrated power options support technology in any setting.
Collaborative + Meeting

Dock Meeting
Dock Training
Dock Work Tables
fiXt

Jelsen
KORE
Teem
Priority

Contemporary
Traditional

EverySpace
KIMBALL
Collaborative + Meeting

Tarver NATIONAL

Tessera NATIONAL

Mio NATIONAL

Maneuver NATIONAL

Epic NATIONAL

Footings NATIONAL

Strassa NATIONAL
Collaborative + Meeting

Elliott ETC.

Seraphina ETC.

Kitner ETC.
Collaborative + Meeting
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Ping-Pong

Touchpoint
Occasional

Riffel
KIMBALL

fiXt
KIMBALL

KORE
KIMBALL
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KIMBALL
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KIMBALL

Circ
KIMBALL
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DAVID EDWARD COLLECTION BY KIMBALL
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KIMBALL
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DAVID EDWARD COLLECTION BY KIMBALL
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KIMBALL

Dock Meeting
KIMBALL

Bloom
KIMBALL
Occasional

Frill
DAVID EDWARD COLLECTION BY KIMBALL

Flo
DAVID EDWARD COLLECTION BY KIMBALL
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DAVID EDWARD COLLECTION BY KIMBALL

LSM
DAVID EDWARD COLLECTION BY KIMBALL

Otto
DAVID EDWARD COLLECTION BY KIMBALL

Superkool
DAVID EDWARD COLLECTION BY KIMBALL
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KIMBALL
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KIMBALL
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KIMBALL
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KIMBALL
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Epic NATIONAL

Fringe NATIONAL

Tag NATIONAL

Elgardo NATIONAL

Escalade NATIONAL

Arrowood NATIONAL
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Confide NATIONAL

Wixler NATIONAL

Hobsen NATIONAL
Occasional
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INTERWOVEN
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INTERWOVEN
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Aidin
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POPPIN

Series A Scale
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Series A Scale
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Kimball
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Kimball
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Kimball
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National

Alloy
National

WaveWorks
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National
With teams and workloads continuing to grow, we’re being challenged to maximize every inch of space. At Kimball International, our philosophy is simple; let the walls do the work. Our robust selection of wall enhancements transform unused wall space into purposeful design elements—offering a variety of solutions for workplace, healing, learning, and social environments. Designed with full functionality in mind to maximize wall space and integrate into the open plan, our wall offerings take a modern approach to facilitating collaboration, opening a whole new way of leveraging the wall to maximize space in a remarkably attractive way.
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Wall Storage

Stow
KIMBALL

Alternova
KIMBALL + INTERWOVEN
Wall Collaboration

Priority
KIMBALL

Paradolia, Suspension
Rods & Panels
KIMBALL

Paradolia, Dual-Sided
Floor Screen
KIMBALL

Paradolia, A-Frame
Floor Screens
KIMBALL

Stow
KIMBALL

Paradolia
KIMBALL

Exhibit
NATIONAL

Goal Dry Erase Board
POPPIN

Goal Pinboard
POPPIN

Jumbo Fabric Pinboard
POPPIN
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Alterna Equipment Rail
KIMBALL + NATIONAL + INTERWOVEN

Alterna Equipment Rail
KIMBALL + NATIONAL + INTERWOVEN